OUR TRAINING
InfoSec training
Computer Forensics
Mobile Forensics

MILITARY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORLD RENOWNED CYBER TRAINING?

Advanced security solutions by top industry
subject matter experts.

Information Warfare Center provides specialized cyber
System Exploitation
security and forensics training (and services) ranging
Defensive weapons *comming soon
from mobile forensics to sytem exploitation. We also
Defensive driving *comming soon cover the defensive aspects of cyber threats.
Network Forensics

Our Services
Cyber Secrets - Web Series
Cyber Intelligence Report

We are now offering a 10% discount to those in the
armed services and emergency services to say thank you
for your services. Along with this, we are also offering a
couple more discounts for 2015.

Red Team Penetration Testing
Network vulnerability testing
Web page vulnerability testing
Physical security assessments
Computer forensics
Mobile (Cell phone) forensics
Network forensics

* Buy two online classes and get the third free! Mention offer
"online thirds" to the sales team for the discount.
* Fill up a class and get yours for free! If you can find enough
people in your area to host a class, we will give you the course
ware/test voucher/materials and class for FREE!

Incident response

The forensic classes cover items such as physical data
recovery, data carving, reverse engineering, network
Data recovery (logical & physical)
traffic capture, social media investigations, system
Malware analysis
memory analysis, mobile device forensics, and more.
Litigation support

The ethical hacking classes cover open source intel
gathering, vulnerability analysis, system exploitation,
mobile phone hacking, wireless main-in-the-middle
attacks, OWASP top 10 web based testing and more.

1-719-510-3554

Don't settle for mediocre or average training, you deserve
top level training at a great price.

www.informationwarfarecenter.com

Certifications:
CHFI
CEH
LPT
Security+
CISSP
Many more...
The training is sold
in three flavors.
Public classes in a
major city, private
onsite training, and
now online training is
available.
With all this, each
class comes with a
pass guarantee.

